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3601 Statement of Purpose
In the development and execution of this ordinance, it is
recognized that there are certain adult-oriented uses which create
conditions harmful to the public health, welfare, and safety when
such uses are allowed to become numerous or concentrated within a
limited geographical area, or when such uses exist near
residential neighborhoods, family-oriented uses or sites commonly
used by minors.
Special regulations separating such uses from
each other and from nearby residential areas, family-oriented
uses, or sites commonly used by minors, are therefore necessary to
protect the community from consequent blight, depreciated property
values,
law
enforcement
problems,
and
interference
with
residential neighborhoods as well as interference with activities
oriented toward families or minors.
A.

In
that
connection,
the
following
studies
that
substantiate the adverse, secondary effects of adult
businesses were reviewed by the City of Oceanside in
considering the adoption of this Article:
Austin, Texas; 1986
Indianapolis, Indiana; 1984
Los Angeles, California; 1977
Phoenix, Arizona; 1979
St. Paul, Minnesota; 1987
Garden Grove, California; 1991
Minnesota Attorney General's Working Group; 1989

Based on the foregoing studies and other evidence of the impact of
adult businesses, the City of Oceanside finds as follows:
1.

Adult businesses are linked to increases in the
crime rates of those areas in which they are
located and that surround them.
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2.

Both the proximity of adult businesses to sensitive
land uses and the concentration of adult businesses
tend to result in the blighting and downgrading of
the areas in which they are located.

3.

The proximity and concentration of adult businesses
adjacent to residential, recreational, religious,
educational, or other adult businesses can cause
other businesses and residents to move elsewhere.

4.

The special regulation of adult businesses is
necessary to ensure that their adverse secondary
effects will not contribute to an increase in the
crime rates or the blighting or downgrading of the
areas in which they are located or surrounding
areas.
The need for the special regulation is
based on the recognition that the adult businesses
have objectionable operational characteristics,
particularly when several of them are concentrated
under certain circumstances or located in direct
proximity to sensitive uses such as residential
zones and uses, parks, schools, churches, or child
care centers, thereby having a deleterious effect
upon the adjacent areas.

5.

Community impacts of sexually oriented businesses
are primarily a function of two variables,
proximity to family oriented use areas and
concentration.
Property values are directly
affected within a small radius, typically one block
from the location of a sexually oriented business.
Concentration may compound depression of property
values and may lead to an increase in crime
sufficient to change the quality of life and
perceived desirability of property in a residential
neighborhood.
The impacts of sexually oriented
businesses are exacerbated when they are located
near each other. When sexually oriented businesses
have multiple uses (i.e. theater, bookstore, nude
dancing, peep booths), one building can have an
impact of several businesses. Accordingly, it is
appropriate to prohibit the concentration
of
multiple adult businesses within one building in
order to mitigate the compounded adverse secondary
effects associated with such concentrations.
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The primary purpose of this special regulation is to prevent
the concentration or location of adult businesses in a manner
that would create such adverse secondary effects. Thus, in
order to protect and preserve the public health, safety, and
welfare of the citizenry, especially including minors, the
special regulation of the location and operation of adult
businesses is necessary.
The protection and preservation of the public health, safety,
and welfare require that certain distances be maintained
between adult businesses and residential uses and zones,
churches, schools, child care centers, parks and other adult
businesses.
The need to regulate the proximity of adult businesses to
sensitive
land
uses
such
as
residential,
religious,
educational, recreational, and other adult businesses is
documented in studies conducted by other jurisdictions as
listed elsewhere in this Section.
B.

The provisions of this Article have neither the purpose
nor effect of imposing a limitation or restriction on
the content of any communicative materials, including
sexually oriented materials, that are protected by the
First Amendment of the United States Constitution. This
Article provides a sufficient and reasonable number of
appropriate locations in commercial districts of the
City of Oceanside for regulated uses.
The locational,
design and performance standards contained in this
Article do not unreasonably restrict the establishment
of constitutionally protected regulated uses in the City
of Oceanside.

C.

In addition, the City of Oceanside further finds that
the location and concentration of certain businesses
other than adult businesses also create conditions
harmful to the public health, welfare, and safety, due
to the nature of their operations, type of clientele,
and hours of operation. Therefore, special regulations
separating
such
uses
from
each
other
and
from
residential districts, schools, parks, churches, or
child care facilities are also necessary to protect the
community from consequent depreciated property values,
law
enforcement
problems,
and
interference
with
residential neighborhoods.
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3602

Regulated Uses

The uses
follows:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.
N.
O.
P.
Q.
R.
S.
T.
U.
V.
W.
X.
Y.
Z.

subject

to

the

application

of

this

Article

are

as

Adult Bookstores /Novelty Store/ Video Stores
Adult Business
Adult Cabaret
Adult Entertainment Business
Adult Motel
Adult Motion Picture Theaters
Adult Theaters
Arcades and Game Centers
Bars and Cocktail Lounges
Bath Houses
Body Piercing Establishments
Dance Establishments
Escort Services
Figure Studios
Liquor Stores
Massage Establishments
Payday Loans/Paycheck Advance Establishments
Peep-Show Establishments
Pool Rooms, Billiard Rooms, and Shooting Galleries
Regulated Use/Body Piercing Establishments/Tobacco and
Drug Paraphernalia Establishments/Drug Paraphernalia
Establsihments
Sex Supermarket/Sex Mini-Mall
Specified Sexual Activities
Specified Anatomical Areas
The definitions appearing in Article 3...
Tattooing Establishments
Tobacco and Drug Paraphernalia Establishments

The uses listed in this Section shall require a use permit
issued in accord with Article 41, with the exception that the
City Council shall have final authority to approve or
disapprove the use permit.
3603 Definitions
Words and phrases used in this Article shall mean the following:
A.

Adult
Bookstore/Novelty
Store/Video
Store.
An
establishment
which
has:
(1)
a
substantial
or
significant portion of its gross revenues or of its
stock in trade, books, magazines, and other periodicals
or photographs, films, motion pictures, video cassettes
or video reproductions, slides, or other visual
representations that are distinguished or characterized
by their emphasis on matter depicting, describing, or
relating to "Specified Sexual Activities" or "Specified
Anatomical Areas"; or (2) a substantial or significant
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portion of its stock in trade, instruments, devices or
paraphernalia designed for use in connection with
"Specified Sexual Activities".
B.

Adult Business. An Adult Business is any business, where
employees, independent contractors, or patrons expose
"specified anatomical areas" or engage in "specified
sexual activities," or any business which offers to its
patrons services or entertainment characterized by an
emphasis on matter depicting, exposing, describing,
discussing or relating to "specified sexual activities
or "specified anatomical areas".
A use which has a majority of its conduct of activities,
floor area, stock-in-trade, or revenue derived from,
material characterized by an emphasis on matter
depicting, exposing, describing, discussing of relating
to
"specified
sexual
activities"
or
"specified
anatomical areas", shall be considered to be an Adult
Business.
Adult Businesses do not include bona fide medical
establishments
operated
by
properly
licensed
and
registered medical personnel with appropriate medical
credentials for the treatment of patients.
Adult Businesses include, but are not limited to those
regulated uses listed in Section 3602 as Items A, B, C,
D, E, F, L, and O.

C.

Adult Cabaret. A nightclub, bar, restaurant, or similar
commercial establishment which regularly features: (1)
persons who appear in a state of nudity; or (2) live
performances which are characterized by the exposure of
"Specified Anatomical Areas" or by "Specified Sexual
Activities"; or (3) films, motion pictures, video
cassettes, slides, or other photographic reproductions
which are characterized by the depiction or description
of
"Specified
Sexual
Activities"
or
"Specified
Anatomical Areas."

D.

Adult Entertainment Business.
Any establishment that
(1) is customarily only open to adults and excludes
minors by reason of age, and (2) devotes a substantial
or significant portion of its stock in trade to the sale
or display of instruments, devices, or paraphernalia
which are designed for use in connection with "Specified
Sexual Activities."

E.

Adult Motel. A motel or similar establishment offering
public accommodations for any consideration, which
provides
patrons
with
material
distinguished
or
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characterized
by
an
emphasis
on
depiction
description
of
"Specified
Sexual
Activities"
"Specified Anatomical Areas".

or
or

F.

Adult Motion Picture Theater. An enclosed building used
for presenting motion picture films, video cassettes,
cable television, or any other such visual media,
distinguished or characterized by an emphasis on matter
depicting, describing or relating to "Specified Sexual
Activities"
or
"Specified
Anatomical
Areas"
for
observation by patrons therein.

G.

Adult Theater. A theater, concert hall, auditorium, or
other similar establishment, either indoor or outdoor in
nature, which regularly features live performances which
are distinguished or characterized by an emphasis on
specified sexual activities or by exposure of specified
anatomical areas for observation by patrons.

H.

Arcades and Game Centers. Any place having five or more
coin-operated, slug-operated, or any type of amusement
or entertainment machines for which payment is necessary
for operation.
These include, but are not limited to
pinball machines and video games, but do not include
merchandise vending machines or mini-jukeboxes (See
Section 3027, Arcades and Game Centers).

I.

Bars and Cocktail Lounges. Any premises designed, used
or intended to be used for the selling or serving of
alcoholic beverages to the public for consumption on the
premises, and in which food is not sold or served to the
public as in a bona fide restaurant.

J.

Bath Houses. Any establishment or business which has as
its primary activity or service the provision of
communal or private bathing in a sauna, jacuzzi or other
therapeutic bath save and except for bathing conducted
as part or a hydrotherapy treatment practiced by or
under the supervision of a medical practitioner who is
formally associated therewith.

K.

Body Piercing Establishment.
Any establishment or
business engaged in “body piercing”.
Body piercing
means the creation of an opening in the body of a human
being for the purpose of inserting jewelry or other
decoration.
This includes, but is not limited to,
piercing of an ear, lip, tongue, nose, eyebrow, naval,
male genitals, female breasts or female genitals. “Body
piercing” does not include piercing an ear with a
disposable, single-use stud or solid needle that is
applied using a mechanical device to force the needle or
stud through the ear.
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L.

Dance Establishment.
Any premises wherein a public
dance, as defined in the Oceanside City Code, is held.

M.

Escort Services.
Any premises where patrons can
purchase the social company or companionship of another
person.

N.

Figure Studio.
Any premises on which there is
conducted the business of furnishing nude models who
pose for the purpose of being photographed, sketched,
painted, drawn or observed by persons who pay a fee, or
other consideration or compensation, or a gratuity, for
the right or opportunity to depict or observe the
model, or for admission to, or for permission to remain
upon, or as a condition for remaining upon, the
premises.
1.

Any person, male or female, who poses nude to be
photographed, sketched, painted, drawn or observed.

2.

Nude shall include:
(a)

Completely without clothing;

(b)

With any pubic area exposed, or with the pubic
area covered in such a manner that the private
parts are visible or the form thereof
discernible;

(c)

With the breasts exposed by female so that the
nipples thereof are exposed.

"Figure studio" does not include any studio or classroom
which is operated by any public agency, or any private
post secondary educational institution authorized by
California state law to issue and confer a diploma or
degree.
O.

Liquor Store.
A place or business engaged in the
primary business of off-sale alcoholic beverages.
For
the purposes of this ordinance, primary business shall
mean 25 percent or more of the shelf area of a business.

P.

Massage Establishment. Massage Establishment is defined
in the Oceanside City Code.

Q.

Payday Loan/Paycheck Advance Establishment. A person or
entity that for compensation, engages in whole or in
part, in the business of lending limited amounts of
funds for a short term, against the borrower’s future
paychecks. The aforementioned definition excludes State
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or federally chartered banks, savings associations,
credit unions, or industrial loan companies offering
direct deposit advance service to their customers that
is incidental to their main purpose of business.
R.

Peep-Show Establishment.
Peep-Show
defined in the Oceanside City Code.

S.

Pool Rooms, Billiard Rooms, and Shooting Galleries.
Pool rooms, billiard rooms, and shooting galleries are
defined in the Oceanside City Code.

T.

Regulated Use shall mean any use listed in Section 3602.

U.

Sex Supermarket/Sex Mini-Mall.
The establishment or
operation within the same building of more than one of
any of the following Adult Businesses: adult bookstore
or adult video store, adult cabaret, adult entertainment
business, adult motion picture theater, adult theater,
peep-show establishment.

V.

Specified Sexual Activities.

W.

Establishment

is

Defined as:

1.

Human genitals in a state of sexual stimulation or
arousal;

2.

Acts of human masturbation, sexual intercourse, or
sodomy;

3.

Fondling or other erotic touching of human
genitals, pubic region, buttock, or female breast.

Specified Anatomical Areas.

Defined as:

1.

Less than completely and opaquely covered: (a)
human genitals, pubic region; (b) buttock; and (c)
female breast below a point immediately the top of
the areola; and

2.

Human male genitals in a discernibly turgid state,
even if completely and opaquely covered.

X.

The definitions appearing in Article 3 of this ordinance
shall apply to any terms used but not defined in this
section.

Y.

Tattooing Establishment. Any establishment or business
engaged in "tattooing" as defined in the Oceanside City
Code.

Z.

Tobacco and Drug Paraphernalia Establishment.
Any
premises where tobacco and drug and paraphernalia is
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displayed for sale, offered for sale or sold, and which
devotes more than a two foot by four foot (two feet in
depth maximum) section of shelf space for tobacco and
drug paraphernalia.
1.

Tobacco and drug paraphernalia is defined as:
a.

Including but not limited to one or more of
those items identified in that list set forth
in Subdivision c. below, shall mean any device
designed primarily for use by individuals for
the
smoking
or
ingestion
of
tobacco,
marijuana, hashish, hashish oil, cocaine or
any other “controlled substance,” as that term
is defined in the Health and Safety Code of
the State of California.

b.

A device “designed primarily for” the smoking
or ingestion set forth in subdivision a.
above, is a device which has been fabricated,
constructed, altered, adjusted, or marked
especially for use in the smoking or ingestion
of tobacco, marijuana, hashish, hashish oil,
cocaine or any other “controlled substance,”
and is peculiarly adapted to that purposes by
virtue of a distinctive feature or combination
of features associated with tobacco or drug
paraphernalia, notwithstanding that it might
also be possible to use the device for some
other purpose.

c.

Includable items or devices:
(1)

Metal, wooden, acrylic, glass, stone,
plastic or ceramic pipes, with or without
screens, permanent or otherwise, heads or
punctured metal bowls;

(2)

A device constructed so as to prevent the
escape of smoke into the air and to
channel smoke into a chamber where it may
be accumulated to permit inhalation or
ingestion of larger quantities of smoke
that would otherwise be possible, whether
the device is known as a “bong,” or
otherwise;

(3)

A smokable pipe constructed with a
receptacle or container in which water or
other liquid may be placed into which
smoke passes and is cooled in the process
of being inhaled or ingested;
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d.

(4)

A smokable pipe, which contains a heating
unit, whether the device is known as an
“electric pipe,” or otherwise;

(5)

A device constructed so as to permit the
simultaneous mixing and ingestion of
smoke
and
nitrous
oxide
or
other
compressed gas, whether the device is
known as a “buzz bomb,” or otherwise;

(6)

A canister, container or other device
with a tube, nozzle or other similar
arrangement attached and so constructed
as to permit the forcing of accumulated
smoke
into
the
user’s
lungs
under
pressure;

(7)

A device for holding burning material,
such as a cigarette that has become too
small or too short to be held in the
hand, whether the device is known as a
“roach clip,” or otherwise;”

Lighters and matches shall be excluded form
the
definition
of
tobacco
and
drug
paraphernalia.

2.

Nothing in the definition of Tobacco and Drug
Paraphernalia Establishments is intended to, nor
shall be interpreted as legalizing or applying to
the delivery, furnishing, transferring, possessing
or manufacture of drug paraphernalia or any use
otherwise prohibited by state or federal law,
including without limitation, Penal Code Section
308 and Health and Safety Code Sections 11014.5,
11364, 11364.5 and 11364.7.

3.

Chapter 7, Article XI of the Oceanside Municipal
Code prohibiting minors from entering or remaining
in Tobacco and Drug Paraphernalia Establishments
shall apply to all Tobacco and Drug Paraphernalia
Establishments and is incorporated herein by this
reference.

3604 Locational Requirements
A.

It shall be unlawful for any regulated use to be located
closer than one thousand (1,000) feet to any other
regulated use.
This distance shall be measured in a straight line,
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without regard to intervening structures from the
closest point on the exterior structure walls of each
business.
B.

It shall be unlawful for any regulated use listed as
Items A, B, C, D, E, F, L or O of Section 3602 to be
located closer than one thousand (1,000) feet from any
residential district or any parcel of land which
contains any one or more of the following specific land
uses:
1.

Public or Private School;

2.

Park, playground or public beach;

3.

Church or other similar religious facility, and

4.

Child care or pre-school facility.

It shall be unlawful for two or more of the regulated
uses enumerated in this subsection to be located so as
to create a Sex Supermarket/Sex Mini-Mall.
C.

It shall be unlawful for any regulated use not
enumerated in Subsection B to be any closer than five
hundred (500) feet from any residential district or any
specific land use enumerated in Subsection B.

D.

The distance between any regulated use and any
residential district shall be measured in a straight
line, without regard to intervening structures, from the
closest point on the exterior structure wall of the use
to the closest district line of any residential
district.
The distance between any regulated use and
any specific land use enumerated in Subdivisions (1) or
(2) of Subsection B shall be measured in a straight
line, without regard to intervening structures, from the
closest point of the exterior structure wall of the
regulated use to the closest point of the parcel line of
such enumerated land use.
The distance between any
regulated use and any specific land use enumerated in
Subdivisions (3) or (4) of Subsection B shall be
measured in a straight line, without regard to
intervening structures, from the closest point on the
exterior structure wall of the regulated use to the
closest point on the exterior structure wall of such
enumerated land use.

3605 Waiver of Locational Requirements
A.

Any person proposing a permitted regulated use as listed
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in Section 3602 may apply for a waiver of the locational
requirements provided in Section 3604, except where such
waiver would allow for the creation of a Sex
Supermarket/Sex Mini-Mall.
Such application shall be
filed and processed concurrently with the application
for the use permit for the proposed use. The Planning
Director shall set the use permit application, including
the waiver application, for public hearing before the
Planning Commission provided that at least ten (10) days
written notice of such hearing is given to owners and
occupants of all property lying within all applicable
distances set forth in the locational requirements.
The Planning Commission shall make recommendations to
the City Council for the approval or disapproval of such
waiver. No waiver shall be approved unless all of the
following findings are made regarding the proposed use:

B.

1.

It will not be contrary to the public interest.

2.

It will not be contrary to the spirit or intent of
this Article.

3.

It will not impair nearby property or the integrity
of the underlying district.

4.

It will not encourage the development of an adult
entertainment area or otherwise promote community
blight.

5.

It will not negatively impact any governmental
programs of redevelopment, revitalization, or
neighborhood preservation.

First Amendment Application. The findings enumerated in
Subsection A, or any of them, shall be modified,
restricted, severed, or eliminated as may be necessary
to protect the rights of the applicant as guaranteed
under the First Amendment of the United States
Constitution.

3606 Applicability of Other Regulations
The provisions of this article are not intended to provide
exclusive regulation of the regulated uses. Such uses must comply
with any and all applicable regulations imposed in other articles
of this zoning ordinance, other city ordinances, and state and
federal law.
3607 Severance Clause
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If any section, sentence, clause, or phrase of this ordinance is
for any reason held to be unconstitutional, such decision shall
not affect the validity of the remaining sections, sentences,
clauses, or phrases of this ordinance, or the ordinance as an
entirely, it being the legislative intent that this ordinance
shall stand notwithstanding the invalidity of such section,
sentence, clause or phrase.
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